Art by Amrita
Amrita Sethi
Amrita is an award-winning artist born and raised in Kenya, a British citizen of Indian origin. She has lived in
Dubai since 2007 and has also resided in Switzerland, Zimbabwe, Uganda, the United Kingdom and.
Amrita’s art reflects her international diversity and combines the sweetness of traditions with the energy of a
modern world, to showcase the rich layers that can make up a country’s identity and a person’s character.
After a successful career, spanning 15 years, in some of the world’s largest multinational banks and
insurance companies, Amrita left the corporate world to create her two collections – Voice note Art © and the
Global Collections. Amrita is also a Personal CFO and Money Coach.
Amrita studied Mixed Media at Central Saint Martins, part of the University of the Arts London (UAL). She
also holds an MSC in Development Economics and a BA Hons degree in Economics from The University of
Manchester in the UK.
Awards
Best Outstanding Award- World Art Dubai 2019
https://artbyamrita.com/blogs/awards
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Art Fairs
•
•

•

Art Dubai March 2019 in collaboration with BUPA
World Art Dubai April 2019
Asia Contemporary Art Show - Hong Kong, October 2019. Collaboration with Bupa Global

https://artbyamrita.com/blogs/art-fairs

Collections
Voice note Art ©

A word is worth a thousand pictures.
Whether it’s a city, a person’s name or feeling, the sound of that word/ phrase creates a flood of
images that streams into the mind's eye to capture the spirit and essence of the sound.
Amrita first records a voice note, for example a city/ person/ feeling etc and captures its fluid shape
and structure of the sound wave. Then she hands draws each vertical line into individual images
that encapsulates the beauty, spirit and essence of that voice note. When its complete, it magically
combines the artwork with the shape of the sound to create new Voice note Art.
Voice note Art_ Art by Amrita Video
https://artbyamrita.com/collections/voice-notes
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Global Collection

'Where are you from?'
With increased globalization we live in a world where a simple question of ‘where are you from?’
isn’t always easy to answer. Through her art she travels to many countries to explore the rich
layers that create someone’s cultural identity.
Amrita’s Global Collection celebrates her worldwide roots while being anchored in Dubai. Amrita
blends different nationalities and cultures together, in a dynamic and playful way. She contrasts
tradition with modernity through the use of current trends mixed with traditional wear and uses
vibrant colours and texture to bring the pieces alive.
Global Collection Art by Amrita Video
https://artbyamrita.com/collections/global-collections
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Customised/ Corporate Collaboration

Unique and bespoke art work
Art by Amrita can work in collaboration with companies or individuals to create bespoke art works
that capture the name/ sound of the word plus images that represent that company or person to
create a Voice note Art which is tailored in a way that captures the unique essence of that word.
Step 1 - Choose from an existing voice note art- for example Dubai or any existing voice note art
https://artbyamrita.com/collections/voice-notes
Step 2 - Capture soundwave of the name of the company/ person/ city/ feeling.
Step 3 - Can customize up-to 10 lines/ elements; artist creates 10 new hand-drawn items unique to
that company/ person like their logo, hobby, what they represent, their global footprint.
Step 4 – Redesign existing elements plus unique new company or individual elements into shape
of the new sound wave.
Step 5 – Beautifully packaged, ready to give away and ready to hang. Co- branding available on
the tags.
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